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What does BATB, Vincent and Catherine (1987 TV Series) mean to me? 
 
I have told so many about how it helped me survive the trauma of childhood domestic abuse, which was 
usually verbal, sometimes physical.  
 
It opened me up to a world where, as Vincent said to Charles in Brothers (Season Two), “There are no 
freaks here.” In 1990 I also dared to resurrect Catherine. I got a story published in Mirrors 4 fanzine with 
the help of Karen Bates-Crouch, under the name of PearlAnn Snow (Death Has No Dominion). 
 
In the 90’s, I went to  Tunnelcons One, then Two, Then Three., Due to real life demands, I tried, as best 
as I could, to keep up with BATB.  But it was not until 2016, that I fully got back in with the fandom. By 
then, Mom’s health was declining due to dementia, but at least I found the Yahoo Groups (which 
changed to Google.) I did not get to attend, in my own neighborhood, the 2018 Chicago Con (Naperville 
IL) Windy City Dreams, With Love All Things are Possible. I did try to catch it on Zoom when I could. 
 
Yet, I have more recent memories too. After mom died in the Villa Franciscan Nursing Home in 2020 at 
93, due to old age and complications caused by catching COVID earlier that year, I was literally set free. 
Boy was I set free. Encouragement from people like JoAnn Baca, Linda Barth and others, I started 
writing. And of course, I can blame those darn plot bunnies. From Winterfest 2021 where I wrote Family 
Continues: Caroline Vincent and Catherine’s Great- Granddaughter, under my full name of SnowStar to 
now. From CABB challenges and other stories, I truly found myself and shared myself.  
 
I still can’t believe it every time I see my stories get edited, then published, that people like them. You 
have to understand, back in the 70’s, I was either slammed against lockers, beat up verbally or 
sometimes physically for my beliefs. I wanted to marry an ET/Alien instead of a human. I redid, in my 
imagination, the original Beauty and the Beast tale, to where he never changed from a Beast.  
 
I found my home, my place, my family. The panels at the Tunnelcon conventions were like a therapy 
session. I was not the only one who came to this show from some type of abusive situation. This was 
where we found safety, love and appreciation. 
 
OK, I am a little needy in the attention department every now and then. 
 
The hugs, the friendships, the Writer’s Workshops. Debates, finding lots of BATB communities on 
Facebook and the Fan Fiction SND, Steamy, Classic stories and the Art, craftwork, etc. Oh the talented 
folks here. 
 
My “return” convention was the Online 2021 Cleveland Oh. A Midsummer Night’s Dream (online due to 
COVID). I went in person to the 2022 Wichita KS. Above Below and Beyond convention. OMG. The love 
and companionship, the hugs, virtual and physical. I intend to go to the 2023 convention in San Diego 
Ca., Goddess willing. 
 
At all the conventions, I have noticed the hugs (virtual if online), the feeling of family and friendship. I 
made new friends as well as caught up old friends. 



  
BATB is my salvation. I no longer want to die, but live. I treasure each and every day I am here on this 
physical plane, because I have a family, I belong. BATB is one of my reasons, a main reason, for me to 
enjoy the good each day because I know I have people I can chat with, may not always agree with, but 
we agree to disagree in love. I have a purpose. To write and create and somewhere to share my talents. 
I don’t have to hide who I am with BATB. I am safe and accepted. 
 
This what BATB fandom means to me, to be wanted and nurtured. I took a tiny step and reached out to 
someone, because I was mad that Catherine “died” and had enough of no happy ending stories that I 
wanted. That tiny step opened the door. But then, I had to leave, yet when I came back, that door was 
still open for me to come in and be welcomed home. 
 
I am grateful and hope that long after I am gone, this fandom will continue to encourage, support and 
help others share their creativity and accept them for who they are. As they say each Winterfest “We 
are all part of one another…one family…one community. Sometimes we forget this, and so we meet 
here each year to give thanks to those who have helped us…and to remember… even the greatest 
darkness is nothing, so long as we share the light.” (From Season Two, Dead of Winter.) 
 


